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. Ozzfest 1997 - Page 11 Pull" is the simple first step to take. You. I mean I've never done it. I. Have
been urged to try. At first I was very reluctant to try. After all, I'm. A teacher, who. He's head of the
music department. The student is in my. It's a teacher an...Revelation - Dirge - Beautiful Gate 8 Pop
some popcorn and pump up the volume, it's time for another taste from the ongoing series from
Gorguts. I'm by no means a huge fan of prog, but there's no denying that this is some of their best
material to date. You can hear traces of Nevermore in this song, but it's much more of a strong mid-
tempo thrash/death metal type of song instead. The guitars are impossibly powerful, the vocals are
right on, and the fact that the drums are actually in the background most of the time instead of
coming in clumsily is fantastic. It's probably one of the best videos to ever be put out by Gorguts.
This is probably their best and most highly demanded song - and to be honest, "Nocturnal Bleeding"
might even be better (although I don't actually like it too much). I honestly can't decide what genre
the song is best suited for - prog fans will probably view it as a masterpiece, thrash fans will
probably want to put it on a metal album, and death metal fans will probably ask "what happened to
that new old-school thrash sound they tried to revive for a while?" However, I highly suggest that
fans of thrash listen to it and ask themselves what it is that makes the genre so fucking entertaining,
because obviously we can all agree that Gorguts is the definitive band in this genre, and this is
probably the best song ever written by the band. The fretwork is so damn tight, the vocals are great,
the drumming is absolutely insane - I can't believe how tight this song is. I honestly can't decide
what genre the song is best suited for - prog fans will probably view it as a masterpiece, thrash fans
will probably want to put it on a metal album, and death metal fans will probably ask "what
happened to that new old-school thrash sound they tried to revive for a while?" However, I highly
suggest that fans of thrash listen to it and ask themselves what it is
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